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SUMMARY

Evolution repeatedly converges on only a few regulatory circuit designs that achieve a given function.
This simplicity helps us understand biological networks. However, why so few circuits are rediscovered by evolution is unclear. We address this question for the case of fold-change detection (FCD):
a response to relative changes of input rather than
absolute changes. Two types of FCD circuits recur
in biological systems—the incoherent feedforward
and non-linear integral-feedback loops. We performed an analytical screen of all three-node circuits
in a class comprising 500,000 topologies. We find
that FCD is rare, but still there are hundreds of
FCD topologies. The two experimentally observed
circuits are among the very few minimal circuits
that optimally trade off speed, noise resistance,
and response amplitude. This suggests a way to understand why evolution converges on only few topologies for a given function and provides FCD designs
for synthetic construction and future discovery.

INTRODUCTION
Diverse regulatory systems in cells were recently found to
respond to relative changes in input signal rather than to absolute changes (Lazova et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2014; Larsch
et al., 2015). This feature is called fold-change detection (FCD).
A system with FCD shows a dynamical output profile, including
amplitude and response time, that is independent of multiplying
the input by a constant. For example, a step in input signal from 1
to 2 results in exactly the same dynamical output profile as a step
from 2 to 4 (Figure 1A), because both steps have the same fold
change.
FCD combines two important features often found in sensory
systems: Weber’s law (Weber, 1905; Mesibov et al., 1973; Adler
et al., 2014) and exact adaptation (Barkai and Leibler, 1997; Yi
et al., 2000). Weber’s law states that the response amplitude is
proportional to the fold change in input. FCD implies Weber’s
law and in addition demands that the entire dynamical response
profile, including response time, be a function only of fold change
in input. All FCD systems also have exact adaptation, in which

the steady-state output is independent on input level, but not
all systems with exact adaptation have FCD, including the important example of linear integral feedback (Yi et al., 2000; El-Samad et al., 2002, 2005b).
The FCD property was defined experimentally and theoretically in the Wnt system (with Wnt signal as input and gene
expression and embryo morphology as output; Goentoro and
Kirschner, 2009; Goentoro et al., 2009) and in bacterial chemotaxis (input: chemoattractant; output: cheYp and tumbling frequency; Shoval et al., 2010; Lazova et al., 2011; Hamadeh
et al., 2013). FCD was recently found experimentally in another
signaling pathway, NFkB (input: NFkB level; output: gene
expression; Lee et al., 2014). The dynamics of dictyostelium
chemotaxis signaling measured by Takeda et al. (2012) shows
hallmarks of FCD in response to extracellular cyclic AMP
(cAMP) steps, as was discussed by theoretical analyses (Skataric and Sontag, 2012a; Adler et al., 2014). Sensory neurons in
C. elegans were found to show FCD in response to odorants
(Larsch et al., 2015). FCD is likely to occur also in drosophila
wing development (Wartlick et al., 2011; Hironaka and Morishita,
2014) and has been suggested theoretically to appear in immunology (Sontag, 2015), cell growth (Furusawa and Kaneko,
2012), and in simple protein circuits (Buijsman and Sheinman,
2014; Olsman and Goentoro, 2016). FCD circuits have also
been constructed synthetically (Kim et al., 2014; Table 1).
It is not easy for a circuit to achieve FCD, because the ability to
detect fold change places constraints on the dynamics of the
entire response. Theoretical work provided general conditions
required for FCD (Shoval et al., 2010) and focused in detail on
two main circuit designs: the incoherent type-1 feedforward
loop (I1FFL) (Goentoro et al., 2009) and the non-linear integral
feedback loop (NLIFL) (Tu et al., 2008; Shoval et al., 2010;
Figures 1B and 1C). In both circuits, an internal variable x rises
with the input signal but inhibits the output y in a way that normalizes out the input steady-state level.
FCD circuits were further studied theoretically. Hart et al.
(2013) showed that the response of FCD circuits to multiple
simultaneous signals is determined by the product of their fold
changes. Marquez-Lago and Leier (2011) analyzed the stochastic behavior of FCD circuits. Shoval et al. (2011) generalized the
FCD property, which is an invariance of the output to multiplying
the input by a scalar (hence FCD is sometimes called scale
invariance), to other forms of invariance. For example, recent
work on endocrine circuits identified a class of circuits that
shows invariance to certain physiological parameters, a feature
called dynamic compensation (Karin et al., 2016).
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Figure 1. Search for Fold-Change Detection Circuits

B

(A) Fold-change detection provides an output
profile that depends only on the fold change in the
input.
(B and C) The two known naturally occurring
FCD circuits are the type 1 incoherent feedforward
loop (I1FFL) (B) and the non-linear integral feedback loop (NLIFL) (C). NLIFL occurs in bacterial
chemotaxis, where the autoregulation is due
to the exponential dependence on receptor
methylation of the receptor affinity to ligand, as
described in Tu et al. (2008) and Shoval et al.
(2010).
(D) A non-FCD circuit included in the class we
screen.
(E) Notation for the interactions included in the
screen. Activation and inhibition are in blue and
red, and effects on production and degradation
rates are solid and dashed arrows, respectively.
(F) Symbol that represents zero-order degradation.

C

D

E

Experimentally, only two FCD circuit designs have been found
so far (Table 1). The NLIFL (Figure 1C) is found in bacterial
chemotaxis, and the I1FFL (Figure 1B) is found in all other systems. Here, we ask whether there are additional possible FCD
regulatory circuits, and if so, how many? If there are many
possible circuits, can we provide a rationale for why only two
have been observed in the different biological systems studied
so far? Do the two observed circuits have some functional
advantage over the other possible FCD designs?
To address these questions, we develop a framework to
analytically scan a wide class of circuits for the FCD property.
We build on previous work that searched for features, such as
robust morphogen patterning (Eldar et al., 2002, 2004), exact
adaptation (Ma et al., 2009), ultrasensitivity (Shah and Sarkar,
2011), bistability (Yao et al., 2011), and cell polarization (Chau
et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013). Of special relevance is a screen
for approximate FCD in a model of three enzymes by Skataric
and Sontag (2012b), which defined a general principle for FCD
based on separation of timescales between components. These
screens faced the challenge of scanning many values for the
biochemical parameters in each topology (topology is defined
by the interactions in the circuit, and parameters describe the
strength of each interaction). Therefore, these screens were usually limited to 104 topologies.
To bypass the need for exhaustive parameter scans of each
topology, we developed an analytically tractable class of regulatory circuits that allows us to solve for all values of parameters at
once. This allowed us to screen a class of half a million circuit topologies. We find that the FCD property is very rare (0.1% of circuits), but we still discover hundreds of different circuit topologies that provide exact FCD. We then ask what is special
about the two experimentally observed FCD topologies. We hy2 Cell Systems 4, 1–11, February 22, 2017
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pothesize that the observed circuits
show optimal tradeoff between key
tasks. To test this, we use a Pareto optimality approach (El Samad et al., 2005a;
Shoval et al., 2012; Warmflash et al.,
2012; Szekely et al., 2013; Boada et al., 2016). We demonstrate
that the two topologies observed in biological systems are
among the very few that show an optimal tradeoff of amplitude
versus speed and amplitude versus noise resistance.
RESULTS
Screen of a Wide Class of Three-Node Circuits for
Stability, Adaptation, and FCD
We consider a class of circuit models that covers a large number
of topologies and is yet analytically tractable. The circuits have
three nodes: input u; internal node x; and output y. The dynamics
of x and y is governed by differential equations:
dx
= fðu; x; yÞ;
dt

(1)

dy
= gðu; x; yÞ:
dt

(2)

We employ biochemically reasonable forms for the functions f
and g. Both functions are described as the difference between
a production term and a removal term. These terms are often
modeled by Michaelis-Menten-like terms (e.g., x=ðx + Kd Þ for
activation; Kd =ðx + Kd Þ for inhibition). To capture the activation
and inhibition forms in a way that is tractable, we use a simplified
S-systems approach (Savageau, 1988): each term is a product of
x, y, and u to the power of 0, 1, or 1. A zero power indicates no
interaction; a +1 and 1 power indicate activation and inhibition,
respectively. The S-systems form can be considered as the
product of Michaelis-Menten-like terms in which the variable is
much larger than Kd. This range ðx [ Kd Þ is the relevant range
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for the two main known FCD mechanisms, I1FFL (Goentoro
et al., 2009) and NLIFL (Tu et al., 2008; Shoval et al., 2010).
We presently do not consider cooperativity, which would
involve powers larger than 1 or smaller than 1. Perhaps the
main limitation of S-systems (with any powers) is that they do
not allow multiple steady states, which can occur in certain
biochemical systems. Known FCD circuits do not require cooperativity and do not have multiple steady states; expanding this
study to include cooperativity and multiple steady states may
uncover additional FCD possibilities.
Thus, our class of circuits is defined by
fðx; u; yÞ = Aubux xbxx ybyx  Buaux xaxx yayx ;

(3)

gðx; u; yÞ = Cubuy xbxy ybyy  Duauy xaxy yayy ;

(4)

where aij ; bij ˛f1; 0; 1g and A, B, C, and D are parameters.
Three examples of circuits in this class are shown in Figure 1,
including the commonly observed I1FFL (Figure 1B) and the bacterial chemotaxis NLIFL circuit (Figure 1C).
To simplify the analysis, we transform to dimensionless equations by rescaling the equations to have only one dimensionless
parameter group, T, equal to the ratio of the typical timescale of
x and y (see STAR Methods). Hereafter, we use the dimensionless equations:
dx
= ubux xbxx y byx  uaux xaxx yayx ;
dt
T 1

System

Table 1. Examples of Biological Systems that Show FCD or Have Been Suggested to Show FCD

Timescale of X/
Timescale of Y

Evidence
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dy
= ubuy xbxy ybyy  uauy xaxy yayy :
dt

(5)

(6)

Because there are 12 power parameters ðaij ; bij Þ, which can
each take on one of three values, there are overall 312  53105
circuits.
We use a graphical notation system to denote these circuit
topologies (Figure 1E). Each circuit is represented by a graph
with solid lines for interaction in production terms and dashed
lines for interactions in the removal terms.
We further identify subclasses of circuits with special biological meaning. Circuits in which the removal rate of a variable is
linear in the variable, as occurs for most non-saturated biochemical removal processes, such as dilution and active degradation,
are called natural circuits (examples are in Figures 1B and 1C,
but not Figure 1D, which has a zero-order removal of x). There
are  5:93104 natural circuit topologies. An important subclass
of the natural circuits allows only interactions between variables
in the production terms, but not the removal terms, as occurs
in purely transcription circuits. We call this the transcriptional
circuit subclass, which includes 729 topologies (see STAR
Methods).
We next screened the circuits for features of interest, focusing
on the 99% of the circuits that have a connected topology diagram. We tested whether a steady state exists. For this purpose,
we solved fðu; x; yÞ = gðu; x; yÞ = 0 and analytically sought nonzero solutions (recall that, in the present class, there is at most
one non-zero steady state). Sixty-four percent of the circuits
had a non-zero steady state (see STAR Methods).
Next, we determined the stability of the steady state by analytically computing the Jacobian (see STAR Methods). We find that
Cell Systems 4, 1–11, February 22, 2017 3
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16% of the circuits have a stable steady state at least for some
values of the dimensionless timescale ratio T. Most of these
(88%) have a stable steady state for all values of T.
4 Cell Systems 4, 1–11, February 22, 2017

Figure 2. There Are Many FCD Circuits, but
They Are Rare among the Entire Space of
Possible Topologies
(A–C) Bar plots for various circuit properties. (A)
All circuits screened, (B) subclass of circuits
with linear degradation (natural circuits), and (C)
subclass of natural circuits with interactions only
on production rates (transcription circuits) are
shown.
(D) The dynamics of the response to a step in u
(from 1 to 2) of the two observed circuits, I1FFL
and NLIFL, are plotted as well as dynamics of
other FCD circuits found in the screen: oscillatory
response (1); small amplitude (2); and inverse
output response (3). T = 1 throughout.

We next asked which stable circuits
exhibit exact (or perfect) adaptation,
which is a pre-requisite for FCD (Shoval
et al., 2010). Exact adaptation is defined
by a y steady state that is independent
of u (see STAR Methods). This property
turns out to be independent of T. We
find that 1.4% of all circuits have exact
adaptation of y in response to step
changes in u. Thus, circuits with exact
adaptation are relatively common, making up about 9% of the circuits with a stable steady state. Figure 2 summarizes
these properties.
FCD Circuits Are Very Rare but Still
There Are Hundreds of FCD
Designs
We next performed a screen for the FCD
property. For this purpose, we note that
the homogeneity conditions of Shoval
et al. (2010), which are sufficient conditions for FCD in general, turn out to also
be necessary for FCD in the present class
of circuits (for proof, see STAR Methods).
Therefore, we can use the homogeneity
conditions to discover all FCD circuits in
the class (see STAR Methods).
We find that the FCD property is very
rare: only 0.1% of all circuits (644) have
the FCD property. All FCD circuits have
exact adaptation, but only 8.7% of the
circuits with exact adaptation have FCD.
FCD circuits make up 0.5% of natural
circuits (268) and 4.4% of transcriptional
circuits (32; in the transcriptional subclass, all circuits with exact adaptation
also have FCD). Although rare, there are
268 distinct natural FCD circuits.
The FCD circuits found here show a
symmetry where each circuit with x  u has a counterpart with
x  1=u, which can be derived by transforming u/1=u. From
now on, we will consider only half of the circuits, with x  u.
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FCD Circuits Can Show Diverse Response Dynamics
The different FCD circuits show various types of dynamics.
Eighty-one percent have imaginary eigenvalues for some values
of T and hence can show damped oscillations (Figure 2D, circuit
1). FCD circuits that are purely feedforward (no feedback in their
graphs), such as the I1FFL, have strictly real eigenvalues and
hence never show oscillations (Figure 2D).
Half of the FCD circuits show an inverse response in which y
decreases when u increases (Figure 2D, circuit 3). The FCD circuits also differ in their amplitude and response time to a given
step change in input u. The response amplitude to a 2-fold input
step, with T = 1, varies between FCD topologies by a factor of 7,
and response time varies by a factor of 4.
The Observed FCD Circuits Are Pareto Optimal for
Speed, Amplitude, and Noise Resistance
We finally asked whether one can classify the FCD circuits based
on their dynamic features. We considered four dynamical tasks
that are thought to be important for biological circuits (El Samad
et al., 2005a; Savageau, 2001; Szekely et al., 2013): speed;
amplitude; economy (defined using the production rate of the internal node x); and noise resistance (deviation from steady-state
given noise in the dynamical equations).
We further considered that evolutionary processes often result
in circuits with the smallest number of interactions (Burda et al.,
2010; Friedlander et al., 2013, 2015), because mutations more
often remove an interaction than build a new one. Moreover,
interaction arrows in a circuit typically carry a fitness cost (e.g.,
cost of producing, maintaining, and cross-talk of transcription
factors; Dekel and Alon, 2005; Itzkovitz et al., 2006; Clune
et al., 2013; Kafri et al., 2016; Friedlander et al., 2016). We therefore compare circuits with the smallest number of interactions,
four or less, resulting in 24 natural circuits.
Because the four tasks we consider depend strongly on the
timescales of the system T, we consider separately two distinct
biological cases: (1) the first is circuits in which x and y have a
similar timescale. This occurs in IFFLs in which x is a transcription factor and y is an output protein, for example, in the NFkB
system, or when x and y are both signaling proteins, as in dictyostelium chemotaxis. (2) The second is circuits in which x is
much slower than y. This occurs in bacterial chemotaxis where
x is a receptor methylation that changes over minutes and y represents phosphorylation of CheY that changes over seconds.
We represent these cases by two typical values for T, the dimensionless ratio of the timescales of x and y: T = 1 and T = 10 (see
STAR Methods for T = 0.1).
For these two timescale cases, we plotted how the circuits
do in all six pairs of the four tasks in response to large input
steps. We define the tasks as follows: response amplitude

is the maximal deviation of output from steady state:
a = maxjyðtÞ  yst j . Speed is the inverse of the response time,
1
s = tres
, where the response time is defined by the center
R
of mass of the response curve tres = tjyðtÞ  yst j dt=
R
jyðtÞ  yst j dt. Economy is defined by the production rate of
RN
x, P = ubux xbxx y byx , integrated over the response e =  ðP
0

Psteady state Þdt. Noise resistance is one over the numerically
computed SD of the output y around its steady state when multiplicative white noise is introduced to x and y (STAR Methods).
Each circuit is represented by a point in these two-task plots
(Figures 3, 4, and S1).
We find that there is a general tradeoff between several of
the tasks, such as amplitude and response time, as seen by
the negative overall slope of some of the scatterplots. To
seek the circuits that are the best multi-taskers, we used the
Pareto front approach (Szekely et al., 2013; Boada et al.,
2016). For every pair of tasks, we removed each circuit Q,
which is dominated by another circuit W, in the sense that W
is better at both tasks than Q. After removing all dominated circuits, we remain with the Pareto front. The Pareto front is the
set of all circuits that cannot be improved simultaneously in
both tasks.
We find that the experimentally observed circuits—I1FFL and
NLIFL—lie on the Pareto front of their respective timescale class
in terms of speed and amplitude (red triangle/square in Figures 3
and 4) and in terms of noise resistance and amplitude. The
observed circuits lie quite close to the front for most of the other
pairs of tasks.
We consider the Pareto front for speed and amplitude in more
detail (Figures 5 and S2). The two observed circuits are among
the five circuits that lie on the front. The other three circuit topologies on the Pareto fronts are interesting possible mechanisms
for future discovery. Their topology and dynamics are shown in
Figure 5 (see Figure S3 for T = 0.1).
For T = 1, the I1FFL, which occurs in large numbers in generegulation networks (Alon, 2006), is the only feedforward circuit
on the front. The front has a kink in which adding one interaction
to the I1FFL results in an improvement in speed at similar amplitude (circuit 04038 in Figure 5A). Other forms of incoherent
feedforward loops, such as the type-3 IFFL (I3FFL), are off the
front. This functional advantage may contribute to the prevalence of I1FFL compared to other incoherent feedforward topologies in gene-regulation networks (Mangan and Alon, 2003;
Mangan et al., 2006).
For T = 10, the observed NLIFL circuit (found in bacterial
chemotaxis) is one of three possible feedback designs on the
front. These topologies have similar interaction signs in which x
inhibits y and y activates x but differ by the mode of activation

Figure 3. The Experimentally Observed I1FFL Circuit Is on the Pareto Front for Amplitude versus Speed and Noise Resistance for T = 1
All natural FCD circuits with three interactions (triangles) or four interactions (squares) are plotted according to all pairs of four tasks: speed; amplitude; noise
resistance; and economy, for T = 1. The tasks are computed for a large step in input (100-fold). In each plot, the black points and dashed line are the Pareto front,
defined as the set of circuits that are not dominated on both tasks by any other circuit. The experimentally observed circuit (I1FFL with T = 1) is indicated in red
when on the front and pink when off the front. Circuits on the Pareto front are numbered and listed in Table S1. Circuits that are one interaction away from the
I1FFL are denoted in orange if they are on the front and brown if they are off the front (see Figure S1 for the same figure only for T = 0.1). The axes for speed,
amplitude, and noise resistance are the log-transformed value of the performance in each task, rescaled (after log transform) between zero and one. Economy e
can have zero or negative values for some circuits because it is defined relative to the production rate in the post-step steady state. Hence, to avoid divergence,
the economy axis is defined by logð1 + je j ÞsgnðeÞ, rescaled between zero and one, where sgnðeÞ is 1 when e > 0 and 1 when e < 0.
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Figure 4. The Experimentally Observed NLIFL Circuit Is on the Pareto Front for Amplitude versus Speed and Noise Resistance for T = 10
This figure is the same as Figure 4, except that T = 10, and the observed circuit is the NLIFL.
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Figure 5. The Speed-Amplitude Pareto Front Suggests Several FCD Circuits with Optimal Tradeoff
Circuits topologies on the front and their dynamics in response to a large input step (100-fold) for (A) T = 1 and (B) T = 10 (see the topology and dynamics of circuits
that lie close to the Pareto front for T = 1 in Figure S2, S3 for a similar figure only with T = 0.1, and Figure S4 for a version of this figure with a smaller input step,
2-fold).

(production or removal) and the presence/absence of x autoregulation. The T = 10 circuits on the front are overall much faster
than the T = 1 circuits. One may hypothesize that, for speed, a
large separation of timescales between x and y is useful.
Up to now, we considered topologies with at most four interaction arrows. Adding topologies with five arrows changes the
fronts (Figure 6; tables of all circuits and their performances at
the tasks are provided in Table S1). The bacterial chemotaxis circuit (NLIFL with T = 10) remains on the speed-amplitude front,
outperforming five-interaction circuits (Figure 6B). The I1FFL
with T = 1 drops slightly below the speed-amplitude front. The
front does include, however, two circuits that are one edge
away from the I1FFL (orange markers), which may be candidates
for future discovery (circuits 04040 and 04038 in Figure 6A). We
conclude that selection for minimal number of interactions and
for the tradeoff between speed, noise resistance, and amplitude
may be good candidates for the evolutionary forces that lead to
the experimentally observed FCD topologies.
DISCUSSION
We scanned a wide class of three-node regulatory circuits for the
exact fold-change detection property. Using dimensional analysis, we could scan the full class of 312 circuits for all possible parameters analytically. We find that FCD is very rare, amounting to
0.1% of circuits. The FCD property appears to be much rarer
8 Cell Systems 4, 1–11, February 22, 2017

than the exact adaptation property (1.4% of circuits). Although
rare, due to the large number of possible circuits, we discovered
hundreds of different circuit topologies that can provide FCD.
We compared all natural minimal topologies in terms of four
key tasks (Savageau, 1976; Savageau, 2001; Szekely et al.,
2013): amplitude; response time; noise resistance; and economy. We find that the two observed FCD circuits lie on the Pareto
fronts for speed versus amplitude and for noise resistance
versus amplitude. In other words, no other circuit with comparable number of interactions dominates the observed circuits in
both speed and amplitude or noise resistance and amplitude.
Speed, amplitude, and noise resistance are plausible as important tasks for the natural selection of such circuits. It is often
desirable to have large response amplitude in order to overcome
molecular noise and provide a suitable biological output; rapid
responses are advantageous in order to track rapidly changing
chemotaxis gradients or to produce output proteins in time to
respond to external signals (Camas et al., 2006; Mangan et al.,
2006; Rosenfeld et al., 2002; Savageau, 2001), and noise resistance is thought to be an important task due to prevalent molecular noise in biological circuits (Elowitz et al., 2002; Paulsson,
2004; Raser and O’Shea, 2005; Bar-Even et al., 2006; Sigal
et al., 2006).
We suggest more generally that the limited number of topologies that optimally trade off important design features is one
explanation for why very few topologies actually appear in
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Figure 6. Adding Circuits with Five Interactions Moves the Pareto Front, but the Observed Circuits Remain on the Front or Close to the Front
Circuits with five interactions (pentagons) are shown together with circuits with three (triangle) or four (square) interactions. The observed circuits are in bright red
(on the front) or pink (off the front). Topology and dynamics of the circuits on the front are shown in response to a large step (100-fold).

biological systems (Alon, 2007; Milo et al., 2002). An alternative
possibility is experimental bias, in which the known topologies
are those that are actively tested and thus more likely to be
discovered. Our analysis presents several new FCD circuits
that are Pareto optimal and have not yet been discovered experimentally. It would be of interest to see whether these are found
in biology or whether they have some disadvantage that precludes their use.
Previous use of the Pareto approach for biological circuits
compared a few topologies (Warmflash et al., 2012) for the
sign-sensitive delay property or compared different parameter
values for a single topology of a stress-response feedback circuit (El Samad et al., 2005a; Szekely et al., 2013). The present
use of Pareto optimality can in principle suggest which tasks
may have been important for the selection of the circuits (speed,
amplitude, and noise resistance in the present case). We note

that Pareto optimality can also be used in a different way when
the tasks are unknown à priori: the tasks at play can be discovered from the vertices of polygonal or polyhedral structures in
data (Shoval et al., 2012; Korem et al., 2015; Szekely et al.,
2015; Tendler et al., 2015)—an approach known as Pareto task
inference (Hart et al., 2015).
The present use of a wide yet analytically tractable class—the
simplified S-systems—allows scanning of large numbers of topologies for all possible parameters, without need for exhaustive
parameter sampling. Pareto optimal designs for desired biological functions can inform the synthetic biology design of new circuits. For the point of view of fundamental scientific understanding, this study aligns with the hope that important functions, such
as FCD, will be carried out across organisms by only a small set
of possible circuits, increasing the comprehensibility of biological systems (Alon, 2003).
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METHOD DETAILS
Dimensional analysis of the S-systems dynamical equations
In order to reduce the four parameters (A, B, C, D) to a single dimensionless parameter T, we begin with our model:
dx
= Aubux xbxx ybyx  Buaux xaxx yayx
dt

(1)

dy
= Cubuy xbxy ybyy  Duauy xaxy yayy :
dt

(2)

We define dimensionless parameters b
x; b
y ; bt by using the following transformation
x = Aa1 Ba2 Ca3 Da4 b
x

y = Ab1 Bb2 Cb3 Db4 b
y

t = Ag1 Bg2 Cg3 Dg4 bt:
We plug this back in Equations 1 and 2 to obtain:
b
x Þ Aa1 Ba2 Ca3 Da4 d b
dðAa1 Ba2 Ca3 Da4 b
x
b 
x Þ xx Ab1 Bb2 Cb3 Db4 b
y yx
= Aubux ðAa1 Ba2 Ca3 Da4 b
 g g g3 g  = g1 g2 g3 g4
d A 1 B 2 C D 4 bt A B C D d bt
ayx
a 
x Þ xx Ab1 Bb2 Cb3 Db4 b
y
 Buaux ðAa1 Ba2 Ca3 Da4 b

(3)

b
y Þ Ab1 Bb2 Cb3 Db4 d b
dðAb1 Bb2 Cb3 Db4 b
y
b 
x Þ xy Ab1 Bb2 Cb3 Db4 b
y yy
= Cubuy ðAa1 Ba2 Ca3 Da4 b
 g g g3 g  = g1 g2 g3 g4
d A 1 B 2 C D 4 bt A B C D d bt
ayy
a 
x Þ xy Ab1 Bb2 Cb3 Db4 b
y :
 Duauy ðAa1 Ba2 Ca3 Da4 b

(4)

We now collect all the powers together and demand that each term in the equations will be equal to the dimensionless form, which
leads to 4 equations:
A1a1 + a1

.Ca3 + a3

e1 Cell Systems 4, 1–11.e1–e8, February 22, 2017

bxx + b1 bxy + g1

bxx + b3 bxy + g3

Ba2 + a2 bxx + b2 bxy + g2 .

Da4 + a4 bxx + b4 bxy + g4 = 1

(5)
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A a1

axx a1 + axy b1 + g1

Ba2 axx a2 + axy b2 + g2 + 1 .

.Ca3 axx a3 + axy b3 + g3 Da4 axx a4 + axy b4 + g4 = 1

(6)

Aa1 ayx a1 byx + ayy b1 b1 byy Ba2 ayx a2 byx + ayy b2 b2 byy .

.Ca3 ayx a3 byx + ayy b3 b3 byy 1 Da4 ayx a4 byx + ayy b4 b4 byy + 1 = 1

(7)

Aa1 byx + b1 byy b1 + g1 Ba2 byx + b2 byy b2 + g2 Ca3 byx + b3 byy b3 + g3 + 1 Da4 byx + b4 byy b4 + g4 = T:

(8)

In the first three Equations 5, 6, and 7, each term must cancel out separately, providing 12 linear equations that we can solve to get:
noma

nomb

nomc

nomd

T = A den B den C den D den :

(9)

Where:
den = ðaxy  bxyÞðayx  byxÞ  ðaxx  bxxÞðayy  byyÞ

noma = ayyð1 + axx  byxÞ + byx + axybyx + byy  axxbyy + ayxð1  axy + byyÞ

nomb =  ð1 + bxyÞbyx + ayyð1  bxx + byxÞ + ayxð1 + bxy  byyÞ + ð1 + bxxÞbyy

nomc = axyð1 + ayx  bxxÞ + ð1 + ayyÞbxx  ð1 + ayxÞbxy + axxð1  ayy + bxyÞ

nomd = bxx + bxy + axyð1 + bxx  byxÞ + bxybyx  bxxbyy + axxð1  bxy + byyÞ:
Definition of natural and transcriptional circuit subclasses
Natural circuits are defined by axx = 1 and ayy = 1, which reduces the space of possible circuits from 312 to 310. Transcriptional circuits
are defined by axx = 1, ayy = 1, and all the rest of the degradation rate powers equal to zero, aij = 0; ðisjÞ. This reduces the number of
circuits to 36.
Analytical screen of circuit properties
A circuit is connected when u is connected to x or y: ðaux s0nauy s0nbux s0nbuy s0Þ and x is connected to u or y: ðaux s
0nayx s0naxy s0nbux s0nbyx s0nbxy s0Þ and y is connected to u or x: ðauy s0nayx s0naxy s0nbuy s0nbyx s0nbxy s0Þ.
The steady-state is given by
ðaux bux Þðayy byy Þðayx byx Þðauy buy Þ
xsteady state = u ðaxy bxy Þðayx byx Þðaxx bxx Þðayy byy Þ

(10)

ðauy buy Þðaxx bxx Þðaxy bxy Þðaux bux Þ
ð
ysteady state = u axy bxy Þðayx byx Þðaxx bxx Þðayy byy Þ :

(11)

The denominator for both equations is the same. A non-zero steady state exists unless the denominator equals 0:





axy  bxy ayx  byx = ðaxx  bxx Þ ayy  byy :

(12)

The steady state is stable when the determinant of the Jacobian at the steady state (Equations 10 and 11) is positive and its trace is
negative, at least for some range of the parameters (u and T). This yields the following conditions:


 


detJ = T uq ðaxx  bxx Þ ayy  byy  axy  bxy ayx  byx > 0
(13)
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trJ = uw ðbxx  axx Þ + Tus byy  ayy < 0:

(14)

Where q, s, and w depend only on the powers:
q=

1 
aux axy  aux ayy  axy bux + ayy bux + auy bxx + aux ayy bxx  buy bxx + ayy buy bxx  aux bxy + aux ayy bxy + bux bxy  ayy bux bxy
dj




 
+ ayx auy + axy bux +  1 + axy buy  auy bxx + buy bxx  auy + bux bxy  aux byx  aux axy byx + buy byx  axy buy byx + aux bxy byx



 





+ auy bxy byx   1 + axy ðaux  bux Þ + aux + auy bxx byy + axx buy  ayy bux + buy  buy byx + bux byy + auy  1 + byx byy

s  w=


1  
aux axy + ayy + axy bux + ayy bux + aux ayy bxx + buy bxx  ayy buy bxx + aux bxy  aux ayy bxy  bux bxy + ayy bux bxy
dj




+ ayx auy + axy bux  1 + axy buy  auy bxx + buy bxx + auy bxy  bux bxy  aux axy byx + buy byx + axy buy byx + auy bxy byx


 

 
 





 auy bxx + byx + 1 + axy ðaux bux Þ +  aux + auy bxx byy + axx ayy  bux + buy + buy  1  byx + auy 1 + byx  byy

+ bux byy

where dj = (axx  bxx)(ayy  byy)  (axy  bxy)(ayx  byx).
For FCD circuits s  w = 0, and therefore the stability conditions of the FCD circuits do not depend on the input signal, u.
Exact adaptation occurs when the steady state output is independent of u, and in the dimensionless equations therefore equal to 1:
ðauy buy Þðaxx bxx Þðaxy bxy Þðaux bux Þ
ysteady state = uðaxy bxy Þðayx byx Þðaxx bxx Þðayy byy Þ = 1:
Which leads to the following condition:






auy  buy ðaxx  bxx Þ = axy  bxy ðaux  bux Þ:

(15)

(16)

In order to avoid the trivial solution we also demand that:
axy sbxy nauy sbuy

(17)

auy sbuy naux sbux :

(18)

In our class of circuits the homogeneity conditions from Shoval et al. (Shoval et al., 2010) are necessary and sufficient for FCD. For
FCD circuits with the symmetry of x  u, the conditions lead to:


aux + axx = 1^bux + bxx = 1^auy + axy = 0^buy + bxy = 0 :
(19)
For FCD circuits with a symmetry of x  ð1=uÞ, the conditions yield:


aux  axx =  1^bux  bxx =  1^auy  axy = 0^buy  bxy = 0 :
Analytical solution for the Jacobian
The Jacobian of the system is given by:
 

bux bxx 1 byx
aux axx 1 ayx
vx fðu; x; yÞ vy fðu; x; yÞ
bxx u b x b 1y b  axx u a x a 1y a 
=
J=
uy
xy
yy
vx gðu; x; yÞ vy gðu; x; yÞ
T bxy u x
y  axy u uy x xy y yy

(20)


bux bxx byx 1
aux axx ayx 1
b
 yx u b x b y b 1 ayx u a x a y a 1  :
T byy u uy x xy y yy  ayy u uy x xy y yy

Proof that the homogeneity conditions from Shoval et al. are sufficient and necessary for FCD in the S-systems
framework
We prove that for S-systems the homogeneity conditions from Shoval et al. (Shoval et al., 2010) are both sufficient and necessary for
FCD given that the system has a stable steady state. The S-systems equations for three-node circuits are:
dx
= fðu; x; yÞ = ubux xbxx ybyx  uaux xaxx yayx
dt

(21)



dy
= gðu; x; yÞ = T ubuy xbxy ybyy  uauy xaxy yayy :
dt

(22)
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The steady state of the system is derived by taking Equations 10 and 11 to zero:
ðaxubxuÞðayybyyÞðaxybxyÞðayubyuÞ
a

(23)

ðaxxbxxÞðayubyuÞðaxubxuÞðayxbyxÞ
a
:

(24)

xst = u

yst = u

Where a = ðaxy  bxyÞðayx  byxÞ  ðaxx  bxxÞðayy  byyÞ.
Therefore, for the system (Equations 21 and 22) to have a steady state, the following condition must hold:





byy  ayy ðbxx  axx Þs byx  ayx bxy  axy :

(25)

We first show that the homogeneity conditions are sufficient for FCD.
The homogeneity conditions from shoval et al. state that there exists a function f(p,x) such that:
fðpu; fðp; xÞ; yÞ = vx fðp; xÞfðu; x; yÞ

(26)

gðpu; fðp; xÞ; yÞ = gðu; x; yÞ

(27)

where p is a constant scalar. Plugging in these conditions (Equations 26 and 27) in our model (Equations 21 and 22) yields the
following:


b
b
a
a
ðpuÞ ux fðp; xÞ xx ybyx  ðpuÞ ux fðp; xÞ xx yayx = vx fðp; xÞ ubux xbxx ybyx  uaux xaxx yayx
(28)




T ðpuÞbuy fðp; xÞbxy ybyy  ðpuÞauy fðp; xÞaxy yayy = T ubuy xbxy ybyy  uauy xaxy yayy :

(29)

By cancelling T out and rearranging Equation 29 we get:


ybyy ubuy pbuy fðp; xÞbxy  xbxy  yayy uauy ðpauy fðp; xÞaxy  xaxy Þ = 0:

(30)

There are three cases in which Equation 30 holds:
Case 1: if byy = ayy & buy = auy then:


 

b
a
pbuy fðp; xÞ xy  fðp; xÞ xy
 xbxy  xaxy = 0:

(31)

Looking at the leftmost term we can see two cases:
If ðpbuy ðfðp; xÞbxy  fðp; xÞaxy ÞÞ = Fðx; pÞ is dependent of p, then each term needs to cancel out separately: ðxbxy  xaxy Þ = 0 for all x,
therefore bxy = axy and we get that Equation 11 becomes a trivial case of FCD: ðdy=dtÞ = 0.
However, if ðpbuy ðfðp; xÞbxy  fðp; xÞaxy ÞÞ = FðxÞ is independent of p, then p should cancel out from both terms which yields:
fðp; xÞ =

hðxÞ hðxÞ
= buy ; which requires again that bxy = axy :
buy
pbxy

paxy

In summary, case 1 leads to a trivial case where ðdy=dtÞ = 0.
Case 2: if byy = ayy & buy sauy then y is cancelled out from Equation 30 and since Equation 30 should hold for any input function u,
each term must vanish separately:
pbuy fðp; xÞbxy  xbxy = 0

(32)

pauy fðp; xÞaxy  xaxy = 0:

(33)

After some algebra we get:


fðp; xÞ = p

fðp; xÞ = p



buy
bxy

x

(34)

auy
axy x:

(35)
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Therefore, we get that fðp; xÞ = pu x, with u =  ðbuy =bxy Þ =  ðauy =axy Þ.
If bxy = 0 or axy = 0, then only Equation 35 or 34 holds respectively.
If both bxy ; axy equal to 0, the dependence of x vanishes and the dependence in p cannot be scaled out.
Now we shall plug this (Equations 34 and 35) into Equation 28 which yields:




ubux xbxx ybyx pubxx + bux  pu = uaux xaxx yayx puaxx + aux  pu :

(36)

For Equation 25 to hold, we need each term to cancel out separately. Thus we get:
u=

bux
aux
=
:
1  bxx 1  axx

(37)

Case 3: byy sayy & pbuy fðp; xÞbxy  xbxy s0 & pauy fðp; xÞaxy  xaxy s0.
Therefore, we can solve Equation 30 for y:

1 1
ayybyy
xbyx  pbyu fðp; xÞbyx
byuayu
@
A
y= u
:
ayx
ðxayx  payu fðp; xÞ Þ
0

(38)

Solving Equations 26 and 27 at steady state yields the new steady state:
ðaxubxuÞðayybyyÞðaxybxyÞðayubyuÞ
a
xst :

fst = p

(39)

Plugging in the steady state for x; y; f in Equation 38 results in the equivalent condition for yst = 1:
ðaxx  bxxÞðayu  byuÞ  ðaxu  bxuÞðayx  byxÞ = 0:

(40)

Plugging in the expression for y (Equation 38) in Equation 30 yields:

u

axu +

axyðayu + byuÞ
ayybyy

xbyx  pbyu fðp; xÞbyx
xayx  payu fðp; xÞayx

!axybxy
ayybyy

ðpaxu fðp; xÞ

axx

 xaxx vx fðp; xÞÞ = u

bxu +

bxyðayu + byuÞ 
bxx
ayybyy
pbxu fðp; xÞ


 xbxx vx fðp; xÞ : (41)

The powers of u in Equation 41 cannot be cancelled out in order to obey the conditions for the existence of the steady state and its
solution (Equations 25 and 40). Therefore, only if both terms will vanish separately Equation 41 holds. Solving this yields back to
case 2.
Therefore, under the homogeneity conditions the model (Equations 21-22) can be written in the following way (from Equations 34,
35, 37):


dx u  x bxx byx  x axx ayx
=u
(42)
y

y
dt
uu
uu
  b

dy
x xy byy  x axy ayy
=T
:
y

y
dt
uu
uu

(43)

~, the output stays the
Let us see that the dynamics is indeed FCD: for that we need to show that under the scaling u/p u; x/x
same: y/y: Taking u/p u, Equations 42 and 43 yields:
!
bxx
axx


dx
x
x
u
byx
ayx
= ðpuÞ
y 
y
(44)
dt
ðpuÞu
ðpuÞu

dy
=T
dt



x
ðpuÞu

bxy


ybyy 

x
ðpuÞu

!

axy

yayy :

~/ðx=pu Þ we get the same equations but with a different variable:
If we consider that x
!
 axx
 bxx
~
~
~
x
x
dx
u
byx
ayx
=u
y  u
y
uu
u
dt
dy
=T
dt
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~
x
uu

bxy



y

byy

~
x

uu

(45)

(46)

!

axy
ayy

y

:

(47)
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The dynamics will remain the same and we will end up with the same output, therefore FCD holds.
We now show that the homogeneity conditions from Shoval et al. are also necessary for FCD.
Let us assume that the model (Equations 21 and 22) shows FCD:
We first assume that there is exact adaptation. In our model this means that the steady state of the output (Equation 24) does not
depend on u, this leads to a demand on the powers:
ðaxx  bxxÞðayu  byuÞ  ðaxu  bxuÞðayx  byxÞ = 0

byx =

ayxðaxu  bxuÞ  ðaxx  bxxÞðayu  byuÞ
:
axu  bxu

(48)

(49)

We can plug this into Equation 23 and get a simpler steady state term for x:
bxuaxu

xst = uaxxbxx hud :

(50)

FCD means that by multiplying the input by a constant scale factor p: u/pu, we get the same dynamics of the output where the
~.
internal variable can also scale somehow, x/x
~
dx
~bxx ybyx  ðpuÞaux x
~axx yayx
= ðpuÞbux x
dt

(51)



dy
~bxy ybyy  ðpuÞauy x
~axy yayy :
= T ðpuÞbuy x
dt

(52)

Let us assume that the system is at steady state with some u = u0 and suddenly, at t = 0, the input value changes in step-like manner
to uf. At this instance the system will respond in the following manner:

~ 
dx
xx
xx
= ubf ux udb
 uaf ux uda
(53)
0
0
dt  t = 0



dy 
b
db
a
da
= T uf uy u0 xy  uf uy u0 xy :
dt  t = 0

(54)

Since it is an FCD system, the output stays the same if both u0 and uf are multiplied by P




b
db
a
da
T uf uy u0 xy  uf uy u0 xy = T ðp uf Þbuy ðp u0 Þdbxy  ðp uf Þauy ðp u0 Þdaxy :

(55)

This must hold for every u0 and uf we choose, so we end up with the following constraint:
auy + daxy = buy + dbxy = 0:

(56)

~/pd ud0 ð1 + ðDx~=pd ud0 ÞÞ and plugging this into Equations 23 and 42 we get:
By changing the variables x/ud0 ð1 + ðDx=ud0 ÞÞ, x
!
 
bxy
 
axy
dy
Dx
Dx
d bxy
d
byy
daxy
d
ayy
=T u
u0 1 + d
u0 1 + d
y u
y
dt
u0
u0


bxy


axy


~
~
dy
Dx
Dx
= T pdbxy ud bxy pd ud0 1 + d d
ybyy  pdaxy udaxy pd ud0 1 + d d
yayy
dt
p u0
p u0

(57)

(58)

 
 
B
B
k
We use ð1 + AÞB = SN
is the generalization of the ‘choose’ operator to include real numbers using G funck = 0 k A , where
k
tions instead of regular factorial.
For a given magnitude of Dx we can truncate the series at a different value of k to get approximations for the dynamics. Therefore,
each term of the sum must be equal separately.
!




 k
 k

~ k byy
bxy
axy
bxy
Dx
Dx
Dx
d bxy
d bxy
byy
daxy daxy
ayy
dbxy d bxy d bxy d bxy
u0
y

u
u
y
u
p
u
y
=
T
p
T u
0
0
ud0
ud0
pd ud0
k
k
k
!
(59)



~ k ayy
axy
Dx
da
 pdaxy udaxy pd axy u0 xy
y
:
pd ud0
k
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Which can be further simplified:
!
 k





~
Dx
axy ayy
bxy
d bxy
k
daxy d axy
d bxy
byy
= 0:

ðDxÞ
u

u
u
u
y
y
0
0
k
k
pd
We have two cases:
Case 1:




udaxy u0

d axy





axy ayy
bxy
db
y  ud bxy u0 xy
ybyy = 0:
k
k

(60)

(61)

This is a special fine-tuned, k dependent argument. If this was to cancel out for every k, we need u, u0, or y to be 0, which is
problematic for FCD systems.
Case 2:
 k
~
Dx
k
~ = pd Dx
 ðDxÞ = 00 Dx
(62)
pd






~
Dx
pd Dx
Dx
~ = pd ud0 1 + d d = pd ud0 1 + d d = pd ud0 1 + d = pd x:
x
p u0
p u0
u0

(63)

Now we can plug this into Equations 51 and 52:
b
axx


dpd x
= ðpuÞbux pd x xx ybyx  ðpuÞaux pd x yayx
dt

(64)



b
axy
dy
b 
a 
= T ðpuÞ uy pd x xy ybyy  ðpuÞ uy pd x yayy :
dt

(65)

From Equation 64 we get:
pd ðpuÞ


bux  d

px

bxx

ybyx  pd ðpuÞ

aux  d

px

axx

yayx = ubux xbxx ybyx  uaux xaxx yayx

(66)




pd + bux + dbxx  1 ubux xbxx ybyx = pd + aux + daxx  1 uauy xaxy yayy :

(67)

d + bux + dbxx =  d + aux + daxx = 0:

(68)

This must hold for all p, therefore:

Given d = ðbxu  axuÞ=ðaxx  bxxÞ we get:
d=

bxu
axu
=
:
bxx  1 axx  1

(69)

Equation 69 is exactly what we got from the homogeneity conditions.
The FCD circuits in our screen show a symmetry
Given the conditions on the powers (Equation 16) for FCD, our model can be written in the following way:
  b

dx
x xx byx xaxx ayx
=u
y 
y
dt
u
u
  b

dy
x xy byy xaxy ayy
=T
:
y 
y
dt
u
u

(70)

(71)

In this class of FCD circuits x  u.
Given the conditions on the powers (Equation 20) for the class of FCD circuits in which x  1=u, the model can be written in the
following way:

dx 1 
= ðuxÞbxx ybyx  ðuxÞaxx yayx
(72)
dt u
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dy
= T ðuxÞbxy ybyy  ðuxÞaxy yayy :
dt

(73)

Taking u/1=u in Equations 70 and 71 yields Equations 72 and 73 hence the symmetry.
Speed and amplitude calculation
We evaluated the amplitude and response time as defined in the Results section for each circuit using numerical integration with the
NDSolveValue function of mathematica10.2. We tested various input step fold-changes, and found that the same circuits are on the
Pareto front for steps larger than 21-fold. For steps smaller than 21, the observed circuits are still on the Pareto front, and a small
number of additional circuits join the front as well (see Figure S4 for step input u = 2).
Noise resistance calculation
For the noise resistance calculation we used an Ito process (ItoProcess function of mathematica10.2) with the following form:
1
dx = fðu; x; yÞdt + x du1
2

(74)

1
dy = gðu; x; yÞdt + y du2 :
2

(75)

The u’s are stochastic Gaussian noise variables (Weiner process) determined at time steps of 0.1 in the interval between 0 and 10
time units. We repeated this simulation 50 times and took the median deviation from the steady state of y.
FCD circuits in which the internal node x is faster than the output y (T = 0.1)
The main text described the cases of T = 1 and T = 10. There is another case in which x is faster than y, where the dimensionless
timescale ratio, T, is small (e.g., T = 0.1). To our knowledge, FCD hasn’t been shown experimentally in this regime; I1FFL systems
with micro-RNAs playing the role of x could be possible candidates (Ebert and Sharp, 2012; Kim et al., 2013). We repeated the
computation of the four tasks: speed, response amplitude, economy and noise resistance for FCD circuits with T = 0.1 (Figures
S1 and S3).
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Supplemental Figures
Figure S1, related to Figure 3.

Figure S1. The I1FFL circuit is on the Pareto front for amplitude versus speed for T=0.1. Similar to
figure 3 in the main text only with T=0.1.

Figure S2, related to Figure 5.

Figure S2. Dynamics of circuits that lie close to the Pareto front. Similar to figure 5a in the main text
with topology and dynamics of the circuits that lie close to the front.

Figure S3, related to Figure 5.

Figure S3. The speed-amplitude Pareto front suggests several FCD circuits with optimal tradeoff. (a)
Similar to figure 5 in the main text with T=0.1. (b) Topology and dynamics of the circuits that lie close to
the Pareto front for T=0.1.

Figure S4, related to Figure 5.

Figure S4. The experimentally observed circuits are on the Pareto front for speed and amplitude.
Similar to figure 5 in the main text only with a fold step of 2 in the input.

Table S1, related to Figure 3. List of all FCD circuit topologies, their dynamical equations, and their
values for the four tasks for T=0.1, 1 and 10. Missing values indicate tasks which could not be computed
due to numerical problems, mostly in the presence of noise; Of the 74 FCD circuits considered in the main
text (natural FCD circuits with up to 5 interactions), 6 have missing values in noise resistance.

